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Happy birthday trumpet player

Today is Wynton's 45th birthday. Feel free to send him your wishes, using the comments field to this post. :) Today is Wynton's 45th birthday. Feel free to send him your wishes, using the comments field to this post. :) ( 1,430 results, with Ads Etsy sellers promoting their items through our paid advertising platform. Ads
are shown to you based on a number of factors such as relevance and the amount sellers pay per click. Learn more. ) Happy birthday scores Donald Byrd: He was one of the great musicians of the fifties, a decade flush with master trumpeters of all styles of jazz. Or a good player who sacrificed his gift on the altar of
commercial success with his rhythmic and blues fusion records of the 1970s? Byrd was born in Detroit in 1932 and began a prolific recording career at the age of twenty. He often demonstrated his clean tone, lucid articulation, and propensity for melody, both as a mainstream leader and sideman, for over a decade since
joining with drummer Art Blakey's Jazz Messengers in 1955. He was the house trumpeter on Blue Note Records, and recorded on that label and others with Max Roach, Sonny Rollins and John Coltrane. After leaving Blakey, Byrd and saxophonist/composer Gigi Gryce formed the Jazz Lab; the group recorded many
outstanding examples of the prevailing style known as hard bop. From 1958 to 1961, he led a band with baritone saxophonist Pepper Adams. This was perhaps Byrd's creative peak, as that group produced excellent dates such as Byrd in Hand (1959), At the Half Note Cafe, Vols. In another 1961 recording, Free Form,
Byrd gave a young Herbie Hancock one of his first recording opportunities. Byrd then studied composition in Europe, including sessions with Nadia Boulanger, the legendary French teacher who had followed, among many others, Aaron Copland, Virgil Thomson, Philip Glass and Astor Piazzolla. When Byrd returned to
the United States in 1963, he had A New Perspective, an album incorporating a gospel choir. His piece, Christ the Redeemer, was a success. Byrd then began a career in music education, teaching at a number of schools and also earning a law degree, which he may have needed to fight the chorus of critics - including
fans of his previous work - who lamented Byrd's harsh turn toward a softer version of the jazz-rock-funk fusion Miles Davis pioneered in Bitches Brew. For his critics, it was bad enough that Byrd's group, the BlackByrds, was made up of his students, with Byrd serving only as a producer. Worse, the group had a pop hit,
Walkin' in Rhythm. Jazz purists disavow Byrd, but the album Byrd, at the time, was blue note's all-time top seller. In the late 1980s and 1990s, Byrd returned to his boppish roots and at the same time he with rapper Guru Jazzmatazz (what do his parents call him?) and the advent of so-called English acid jazz. Byrd died
in 2013. So, readers, what's the verdict on Donald Byrd's dynamic and dynamic lyrical trumpeter, one of the best of his generation? Or talented musician who tarnished his legacy by diluting that talent to achieve commercial success? To help you reach an informed decision, we are giving you a sampler of his work. First,
listen to the album's Speculation melody, Don Byrd – Gigi Gryce Jazz Lab, (and Gigi's vocals are gorgeous) here: Avanti, Cristo Redentor from New Perspectives, here: Finally, here's Rock Creek Park from the album Black Byrd: We say, Bring On the Bop, Take Out the Funk. Trumpeter Jimmy Owens was born in New
York City in 1943. During his 55-year career, Owens has recorded, educated, evangelized, and helped the cause of jazz. Coincidentally, Donald Byrd helped teach Owens when owens was a teenager, a talented one who would soon work with Slide Hampton and Lionel Hampton, Maynard Ferguson, Gerry Mulligan,
Charles Mingus and Max Roach. Owens, then only 22, was a founding member of the Thad Jones/Mel Lewis Orchestra in 1966, and played with The New York Jazz Sextet from 1966 to 1968. Owens thrived in small and large assemblies: in addition to the Jones-Lewis group, he played in the big bands of Clark Terry,
Dizzy Gillespie, Duke Ellington and Count Basie. He was one of the founders of the Collective Black Artists organization in 1969, and worked with The Jazzmobile as a teacher and performer in the late 1960s and early 1970s, a pivotal moment when music was in near-total eclipse. Although very happy to be a sideman,
he formed the Jimmy Owens Quartet Plus One in the early 1970s. From then on, Owens toured, taught, and gave himself to the cause of jazz. Of particular importance is his emphasis on teaching young musicians not only practice and performance skills (such as how to form a group that can connect with the audience),
but also how to market and manage themselves – which many of the greatest musicians in jazz history, to their detriment, have never learned. Owens also demonstrated his reverence for past music masters in 1991 by helping to create the Jazz Musicians' Emergency Fund, whose purpose is to help individual musicians
with medical, financial and housing assistance. This clip, from a 1999 television program, focuses on all owens' attitudes and roles: emotionally expressive horn player, eloquent teacher and a generous human being of spirit. The program is hosted by - and who could be more appropriate?- pianist/educator Dr. Billy
Taylor, who accompanies Owens in a version by My Funny Valentine. If this doesn't melt your heart, consult your cardiologist: In 1964, John Coltrane records A Love Supreme, one of the most integral, integral, divisive-album of all time. Thirty-seven years earlier, Louis Armstrong recorded Struttin' with Some Barbecue.
While most consider this, the Hot Five years, Armstrong's golden age, we prefer a later version of that melody, from 1938. Listen to Louis Armstrong &amp; His Orchestra, with a fantastic arrangement by Alex Hill (?). Louis's opening cadence screams in the future: Bop, schmop! It's just swing, Dad! Listen here:
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